Tea Flights

Are you ready for an adventure?
The Leafsters have carefully selected these specific teas to create an exotic journey for your pleasure. Taste the differences and explore the world of tea.

Sit back, relax, and enjoy your flight!

White Tea Flight
FLIGHT #1 ~ Leaf to Bud ~ $9.95
Our Leaf to Bud flight guides you through two classic grades of white, as well as a delectable Silver Needle from the esteemed Glenburn tea estate in Darjeeling, India.
- China White Peony
- China “Yin Zhen” Silver Needle
- Glenburn Silver Needle Darjeeling

FLIGHT #2 ~ Intro to China ~ $6.95
Discover the basics of quality green tea from China. This flight highlights the dynamic nature of Chinese green tea.
- China Pearl Gunpowder “Zhuchu”
- China San Bei Xiang “Three Cup Fragrant”
- China Tea Forest Green

FLIGHT #3 ~ Asian Tour ~ $7.95
Travel through China, Nepal, and Japan to taste the differences of terroir and processing technique.
- China Dragonwell “Long Jing”
- Nepal Sandakphu Green
- Japan Sencha

FLIGHT #4 ~ Connoisseur’s Cup ~ $11.95
Designed for the tea connoisseur in all of us; this flight features some of our most delectable and nuanced green teas from notable growing regions throughout Asia.
- China Monkey King “Taiping Hou Kui”
- Japan Gyokuro
- Korea Sejak

FLIGHT #5 ~ Three Shades of Green ~ $8.95
Journey through Three Shades of Green and discover the distinct colors, flavors, and very different processing techniques of some of our favorite green teas.
- China Dragonwell “Long Jing”
- Japan Sencha
- China Rising Phoenix

Oolong Flights
FLIGHT #6 ~ Toasty ~ $9.95
As the name implies, our “toasty” flight focuses on Oolongs that have had the leaves toasted during the final stages of production. This flight guides you through roasty, toasty Oolongs that you’re sure to enjoy.
- Taiwan Tung Ting
- China Da Hong Pao
- Taiwan Strong Fire Tieguanyin

FLIGHT #7 ~ Twisted ~ $8.95
Twisting the tea leaves to release the juices before oxidation is a common technique in the production of Oolongs. This flight focuses on some of our favorite twisted leaf oolongs.
- China Royal Phoenix
- Dongfang Meiren “Oriental Beauty”
- Taiwan Wenshan Baozhong

FLIGHT #8 ~ Roll It Up ~ $7.95
Highlighting one of the most labor intensive styles of tea, Roll It Up will guide you through some of our most delectable oolongs from both China and Taiwan.
- Taiwan Bamboo Mountain “Zhu Shan”
- China Iron Goddess of Mercy “Tieguanyin”
- Taiwan Tung Ting

FLIGHT #9 ~ China Blacks ~ $7.95
Journey through these Chinese grown black teas, highlighting the change that harvest time and leaf maturity has on flavor and mouth feel.
- China 1st Grade Quimen
- China Black Gold
- China Grand Quimen Hao Ya

FLIGHT #10 ~ Three Regions of India ~ $5.95
Let us whisk you away to the India’s major growing regions, all with distinct qualities of terroir. Hang tight and enjoy the flight.
- India Nilgiri Blue
- Glenburn 2nd Flush Darjeeling FTGFOP1
- India Khongea Golden Tipped 2nd Flush Assam TGFOP1

FLIGHT #11 ~ Glenburn Blacks ~ $7.95
Take a trip through the seascapes at Glenburn Tea Estate in the foothills of the Himalayas. All of these teas are from the same field, some even from the same plant! The season of cultivation is the primary difference. Can you taste it?
- Glenburn 1st Flush Darjeeling FTGFOP1
- Glenburn 2nd Flush Darjeeling FTGFOP1
- Glenburn Monsoon Season FTGFOP

Dark Tea/Pu-er Flights
FLIGHT #12 ~ Happy Traveler ~ $5.95
Pu-er is a rarely explored type of tea. This flight is an ideal introduction to the world of Dark teas and Pu-er.
- China Rose Tuo Cha
- China “Sticky Rice” Tuo Cha
- Chocolate Aire

FLIGHT #13 ~ Well Aged ~ $6.95
For those more well-versed in Dark and Pu-er tea, these are some of our favorite pure leaf style selections. Prepare your taste buds!
- China Tuo Cha
- China Velour “Leaf” Pu-er
- China Tuo Cha V93
Herbal Tea Flights

FLIGHT #19 ~ Chocolate ~ $5.95
This decadent flight will take you from basic chocolate tea, made from the hull that surrounds the cocoa nib, to two of our popular blends.
• Chocolate Tea
• Rooibos Chocolate Raspberry
• Aztec Chocolate

FLIGHT #20 ~ Relax ~ $5.95
Looking for a more relaxing experience without the caffeine? We created this fun and dynamic flight for just for you.
• Linden Street Lemon
• Egyptian Dreams
• Ayurvedic Pitta

Flights Processing The Differences
FLIGHT #14 ~ The Lighter Side ~ $6.95
Travel light with this beautiful flight exploring three distinct methods of tea processing, while staying focused on tea with lighter oxidation.
• China White Peony
• China San Bei Xiang “Three Cup Fragrant”
• China Iron Goddess of Mercy “Tieguanyin”

FLIGHT #15 ~ The Dark Side ~ $5.95
Don’t be afraid to go to the dark side. This flight focuses on three different processing styles, each with increasing oxidation, taking you deeper into your tea journey.
• China Royal Phoenix
• China 1st Grade Quimen
• China Velour Leaf Pu-er

FLIGHT #16 ~ Full Spectrum ~ $9.95
Come full circle with this flight and discover the diversity within the tea leaf...revealing just how dynamic one amazing little plant can be.
• China “Yin Zhen” Silver Needle
• Glenburn Autumn Oolong
• China Grand Quimen Hao Ya

FLIGHT #17 ~ A Trip To Glenburn ~ $9.95
Glenburn Tea Estates isn’t a place to visit just once. This trip will explore three processings and three seasons of cultivation from a single small tea estate that routinely produces world class tea.
• Glenburn Silver Needle Darjeeling
• Glenburn Autumn Oolong
• Glenburn 1st Flush Darjeeling FTGFOP1

FLIGHT #18 ~ Top Tier ~ $10.95
Top Tier is designed for those with a discerning palate who seek the best. We highlight three different tea types, all amongst the best of their style.
• China Snow Dragon
• China Rising Phoenix
• China Grand Quimen Hao Ya

Your Tea Flight Tasting Notes:
To assist you on your journey into the world of tea, we invite you take notes for future reference, to compare with friends, and just for fun. To get you on your way here are some aspects of the tea for your consideration:
1.) Inspect the dry tea leaves for shape, size and consistency.
2.) Smell the aroma of the dry leaves.
3.) Smell the wet leaves.
4.) Smell the brew (the liquor).
5.) Taste the tea (awards for slurping).
6.) Observe the mouthfeel, note the flavors and the linger.
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Return Flight Special
Receive 15% Off a purchase of 4 oz. or more from any bulk tea from today’s flight.
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